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QUESTION 1

A small number of API requests to your microservices-based application take a very long time. You know that each
request to the API can traverse many services. You want to know which service takes the longest in those cases. What
should you do? 

A. Set timeouts on your application so that you can fail requests faster 

B. Send custom metrics for each of your requests to Stackdriver Monitoring 

C. Use Stackdriver Monitoring to look for insights that show when your API latencies are high 

D. Instrument your application with Stackdriver Trace in order to break down the request latencies at each microservice 

Correct Answer: D 

References: https://cloud.google.com/trace/docs/quickstart#find_a_trace 

 

QUESTION 2

For this question, refer to the TerramEarth case study. You have broken down a legacy monolithic application into a few
containerized RESTful microservices. You want to run those microservices on Cloud Run. You also want to make sure
the services are highly available with low latency to your customers. What should you do? 

A. Deploy Cloud Run services to multiple availability zones. Create Cloud Endpoints that point to the services. Create a
global HTTP(S) Load Balancing instance and attach the Cloud Endpoints to its backend. 

B. Deploy Cloud Run services to multiple regions. Create serverless network endpoint groups pointing to the services.
Add the serverless NEGs to a backend service that is used by a global HTTP(S) Load Balancing instance. 

C. Deploy Cloud Run services to multiple regions. In Cloud DNS, create a latency-based DNS name that points to the
services. 

D. Deploy Cloud Run services to multiple availability zones. Create a TCP/IP global load balancer. Add the Cloud Run
Endpoints to its backend service. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

For this question, refer to the Mountkirk Games case study. You are in charge of the new Game Backend Platform
architecture. The game communicates with the backend over a REST API. 

You want to follow Google-recommended practices. How should you design the backend? 

A. Create an instance template for the backend. For every region, deploy it on a multi-zone managed instance group.
Use an L4 load balancer. 

B. Create an instance template for the backend. For every region, deploy it on a single-zone managed instance group.
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Use an L4 load balancer. 

C. Create an instance template for the backend. For every region, deploy it on a multi-zone managed instance group.
Use an L7 load balancer. 

D. Create an instance template for the backend. For every region, deploy it on a single-zone managed instance group.
Use an L7 load balancer. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Mountkirk Games\\' gaming servers are not automatically scaling properly. Last month, they rolled out a new feature,
which suddenly became very popular. A record number of users are trying to use the service, but many of them are
getting 503 errors and very slow response times. What should they investigate first? 

A. Verify that the database is online 

B. Verify that the project quota hasn\\'t been exceeded 

C. Verify that the new feature code did not introduce any performance bugs 

D. Verify that the load-testing team is not running their tool against production 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 503 is service unavailable error. If the database was online everyone would get the 503 error. 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company has a networking team and a development team. The development team runs applications on Compute
Engine instances that contain sensitive data. The development team requires administrative permissions for Compute
Engine. Your company requires all network resources to be managed by the networking team. The development team
does not want the networking team to have access to the sensitive data on the instances. What should you do? 

A. 1. Create a project with a standalone VPC and assign the Network Admin role to the networking team. 

2.

 Create a second project with a standalone VPC and assign the Compute Admin role to the development team. 

3.

 Use Cloud VPN to join the two VPCs. 

B. 1. Create a project with a standalone Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), assign the Network Admin role to the networking
team, and assign the Compute Admin role to the development team. 

C. 1. Create a project with a Shared VPC and assign the Network Admin role to the networking team. 

2. Create a second project without a VPC, configure it as a Shared VPC service project, and assign the Compute Admin
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role to the development team. 

D. 1. Create a project with a standalone VPC and assign the Network Admin role to the networking team. 

2.

 Create a second project with a standalone VPC and assign the Compute Admin role to the development team. 

3.

 Use VPC Peering to join the two VPCs. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/shared-vpc 

 

QUESTION 6

Your web application uses Google Kubernetes Engine to manage several workloads. One workload requires a
consistent set of hostnames even after pod scaling and relaunches. Which feature of Kubernetes should you use to
accomplish this? 

A. StatefulSets 

B. Role-based access control 

C. Container environment variables 

D. Persistent Volumes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A few days after JencoMart migrates the user credentials database to Google Cloud Platform and shuts down the old
server, the new database server stops responding to SSH connections. It is still serving database requests to the
application servers correctly. 

What three steps should you take to diagnose the problem? Choose 3 answers. 

A. Delete the virtual machine (VM) and disks and create a new one 

B. Delete the instance, attach the disk to a new VM, and investigate 

C. Take a snapshot of the disk and connect to a new machine to investigate 

D. Check inbound firewall rules for the network the machine is connected to 

E. Connect the machine to another network with very simple firewall rules and investigate 

F. Print the Serial Console output for the instance for troubleshooting, activate the interactive console, and investigate 
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Correct Answer: CDF 

D: Handling "Unable to connect on port 22" error message Possible causes include: 

There is no firewall rule allowing SSH access on the port. SSH access on port 22 is enabled on all Compute Engine
instances by default. If you have disabled access, SSH from the Browser will not work. If you run sshd on a port other
than 

22, you need to enable the access to that port with a custom firewall rule. 

The firewall rule allowing SSH access is enabled, but is not configured to allow connections from GCP Console
services. Source IP addresses for browser-based SSH sessions are dynamically allocated by GCP Console and can
vary from 

session to session. 

F: Handling "Could not connect, retrying..." error You can verify that the daemon is running by navigating to the serial
console output page and looking for output lines prefixed with the accounts-from-metadata: string. If you are using a
standard image but you do not see these output prefixes in the serial console output, the daemon might be stopped.
Reboot the instance to restart the daemon. 

References: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/ssh-in-browser https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/ssh-in-
browser 

 

QUESTION 8
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The migration of JencoMart\\'s application to Google Cloud Platform (GCP) is progressing too slowly. The infrastructure
is shown in the diagram. You want to maximize throughput. What are three potential bottlenecks? Choose 3 answers. 

A. A single VPN tunnel, which limits throughput 

B. A tier of Google Cloud Storage that is not suited for this task 

C. A copy command that is not suited to operate over long distances 

D. Fewer virtual machines (VMs) in GCP than on-premises machines 

E. A separate storage layer outside the VMs, which is not suited for this task 

F. Complicated internet connectivity between the on-premises infrastructure and GCP 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 9

For this question, refer to the TerramEarth case study. TerramEarth has decided to store data files in Cloud Storage.
You need to configure Cloud Storage lifecycle rule to store 1 year of data and minimize file storage cost. Which two
actions should you take? 

A. Create a Cloud Storage lifecycle rule with Age: "30", Storage Class: "Standard", and Action: "Set to Coldline", and
create a second GCS life-cycle rule with Age: "365", Storage Class: "Coldline", and Action: "Delete". 

B. Create a Cloud Storage lifecycle rule with Age: "30", Storage Class: "Coldline", and Action: "Set to Nearline", and
create a second GCS life-cycle rule with Age: "91", Storage Class: "Coldline", and Action: "Set to Nearline". 

C. Create a Cloud Storage lifecycle rule with Age: "90", Storage Class: "Standard", and Action: "Set to Nearline", and
create a second GCS life-cycle rule with Age: "91", Storage Class: "Nearline", and Action: "Set to Coldline". 

D. Create a Cloud Storage lifecycle rule with Age: "30", Storage Class: "Standard", and Action: "Set to Coldline", and
create a second GCS life-cycle rule with Age: "365", Storage Class: "Nearline", and Action: "Delete". 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You are developing your microservices application on Google Kubernetes Engine. During testing, you want to validate
the behavior of your application in case a specific microservice should suddenly crash. What should you do? 

A. Add a taint to one of the nodes of the Kubernetes cluster. For the specific microservice, configure a pod anti-affinity
label that has the name of the tainted node as a value. 

B. Use Istio\\'s fault injection on the particular microservice whose faulty behavior you want to simulate. 

C. Destroy one of the nodes of the Kubernetes cluster to observe the behavior. 

D. Configure Istio\\'s traffic management features to steer the traffic away from a crashing microservice. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

The development team has provided you with a Kubernetes Deployment file. You have no infrastructure yet and need to
deploy the application. What should you do? 

A. Use gcloud to create a Kubernetes cluster. Use Deployment Manager to create the deployment. 

B. Use gcloud to create a Kubernetes cluster. Use kubectl to create the deployment. 

C. Use kubectl to create a Kubernetes cluster. Use Deployment Manager to create the deployment. 

D. Use kubectl to create a Kubernetes cluster. Use kubectl to create the deployment. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Your company is developing a web-based application. You need to make sure that production deployments are linked to
source code commits and are fully auditable. What should you do? 

A. Make sure a developer is tagging the code commit with the date and time of commit. 

B. Make sure a developer is adding a comment to the commit that links to the deployment. 

C. Make the container tag match the source code commit hash. 

D. Make sure the developer is tagging the commits with latest. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 13

As part of Dress4Win\\'s plans to migrate to the cloud, they want to be able to set up a managed logging and monitoring
system so they can handle spikes in their traffic load. They want to ensure that: 

*

 The infrastructure can be notified when it needs to scale up and down to handle the ebb and flow of usage throughout
the day 

*

 Their administrators are notified automatically when their application reports errors. 
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*

 They can filter their aggregated logs down in order to debug one piece of the application across many hosts Which
Google StackDriver features should they use? 

A. 

Logging, Alerts, Insights, Debug 

B. 

Monitoring, Trace, Debug, Logging 

C. 

Monitoring, Logging, Alerts, Error Reporting 

D. 

Monitoring, Logging, Debug, Error Report 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 14

You have an App Engine application that needs to be updated. You want to test the update with production traffic before
replacing the current application version. What should you do? 

A. Deploy the update using the Instance Group Updater to create a partial rollout, which allows for canary testing. 

B. Deploy the update as a new version in the App Engine application, and split traffic between the new and current
versions. 

C. Deploy the update in a new VPC, and use Google\\'s global HTTP load balancing to split traffic between the update
and current applications. 

D. Deploy the update as a new App Engine application, and use Google\\'s global HTTP load balancing to split traffic
between the new and current applications. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 15

The TerramEarth development team wants to create an API to meet the company\\'s business requirements. You want
the development team to focus their development effort on business value versus creating a custom framework. Which
method should they use? 

A. Use Google App Engine with Google Cloud Endpoints. Focus on an API for dealers and partners 
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B. Use Google App Engine with a JAX-RS Jersey Java-based framework. Focus on an API for the public 

C. Use Google App Engine with the Swagger (Open API Specification) framework. Focus on an API for the public 

D. Use Google Container Engine with a Django Python container. Focus on an API for the public 

E. Use Google Container Engine with a Tomcat container with the Swagger (Open API Specification) framework. Focus
on an API for dealers and partners 

Correct Answer: A 

Develop, deploy, protect and monitor your APIs with Google Cloud Endpoints. Using an Open API Specification or one
of our API frameworks, Cloud Endpoints gives you the tools you need for every phase of API development. 

From scenario: Business Requirements Decrease unplanned vehicle downtime to less than 1 week, without increasing
the cost of carrying surplus inventory Support the dealer network with more data on how their customers use their
equipment to better position new products and services Have the ability to partner with different companies ?especially
with seed and fertilizer suppliers in the fast-growing agricultural business ?to create compelling joint offerings for their
customers. 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/certification/guides/cloud-architect/casestudy-terramearth 
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